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Dear Ja, 

114e I to be my own old Roman soothsayer, I'd say the. auguries are good for what 
are about to write, of which I've hinted before. 

alsoep, as usual, within a minute of two after hitting the sack, a few 
minutes before my wife did. 1 roused briefly when she came to bed, roiled over, and 
was asleep immediately, less than a minute, certainly. Then I started waking with the 
brightness of the full moon. Actually, first from this iald then from a very bad dream, 
I slept but little and was out of bed before 5. (The bad dream hhd to do with an ax-job 
by a friend at the Washington Post with whom I'd lunched this week. I saw a five-column 
spread lof pied and bowed type on the front page, all an assault on me personally as a 
way of!denigrating my work. It has two possible explanations: he has failed to get past 
the fist ten percent of the book and was hung up on that only by what he, rightly, 
attribUted to the editing, and I don't think that is what kept him from finishing it in 
two months. And I had this rumor of a dirty trick, undescribed, impending at Newsweek, 
which is owned by the Post. The Post has a thing on me not over what have done to them 
but at the vigor of my protest over what they had done to me in the spring of 1966. They 
have baycotaed all the legitimate news invoivih me since then, killed stories assigned 
and written, etc.) 

So, on arising, while I made the coffee, washed and drese, I decided to finish the 
Dorman book on Foreman, the last passges adding nothing significant but contributing 
• more-minor arguments-in aupport---of- the theory 1 have-developed. I am hoping it will be 

no problem for you to get and read this book, for after reading Fth6114E-UP, which I hope 
you hate by this time-and if you do not I'd appreciate a letter of protest to the 
publishers, carbon to me, for the troubles there are without end- and road this, without 
the added knowledge I have of the framing and of the crime, I think that your iliaditgmum 
intelligences, experiences and general maturity will enable you to appraise my conceirt. 
If youhave a strong feeling that it is without warrant, that could be valuable to me. 

In every detail, no matter how minute, much more than 1 indicate in the book, what 
ForeMan-did in this case is entirely inconsistent with what he has in all other cases of 
which have knowledge, from Dorman, from other reading, from having seen him on TV, 
heardjlim on radio, etc. It is entirely inconsistent with his character. And he has 

certain really remarkable attributes, one of thich is an exceptional memory for detail, 
another the capacity to do competing things 'simultaneously with full coazaand of each, 
like reading and understanding his mail and consulting wilcionts on other matters at the 
same time. The cases I go into are minor dompared with others in his aareer. 1 had 
the Time and a few other weitinge available then. Dorman adds multitudes of better cases. 

When the incompetent ''toner had him under oath in taking depositions for the civil 
case (*here the conflict of interest was ignored in the Cincinnati decision, but con-
ceded,grudgingly by the majority, straightforwardly by the minority), he perjured 
himself', in the context of that case. Had Stoner really researched his case, he'd have 
nailediForeman. One of the keys to his success, according to Doran, who has chapter and 
verse,; is that-his- investigations are the most thorough, and he uses professionals. In 
the deposition, he said he never uses professionals, prefers law students because it 
takes 4 lot of character to go to college for 4.years, and then couldn't mention a single 
one he used in memphis or the name of the prof through han he obtained them. The truth 
is that I seriously understated the complete separation of Foreman from any investigation, 
Neither he nor Buie nor the prosecution conducted any in liemphis, and what Lanes conducted  
was; rapist in character, by a sick man who.. wasinexperienced in criminal investigations, 
eking out a than existence in accident investigations. The man who ie now Ray'a local 



lawyer, a long-time friend and lawyer for this investigator, Renfro Heys, told me that when he learned Hanes hau engaged Nays, he knew Hanes planned no real defense. -.None-theless, I think it possible, satisfied as I am that aanes had not done any real investi tion,-thateheld have gotten RAy off. There really is no case that coulu stand the mos inadequate exami nation. And there are other areas in which Foreman wap untruth, fule  under oath. 

The auguries of which I spoke are the magnificence of the pre-sunrise, of the hard but m+ificent roses graduallyy shading off into peach times through the pines to the northeast each time I raised my eyes from the pages to sip coffee or just think. That was some tilae ago. After the sun could first cast itself at the clouds and that reflection disappeared, there was this marvellous orange faintly visible through the branches of green and the white-green of a Russian 'live just leafing out that blocks a small veid between, those eastern pines. It was so beautiful. Makes me think it is a sign! And now that it is daylight, the rabbits are looking at me through the carport-side window as, having 'earned from their winter's gleaning that sometimes the birds leave a few crumbs, they coie to seek. They've even taught their young, one of which, as I was writing: this, came to within four feetr of me, just sized me up, then turned to graze. 

Well, let me begin this analysis,- which I do not now dares  iiii with others, particularly not with Bud and his crew, who are dominated by the taste of the succewses they ha e not had, uncontrolled egos and ambitions, and are in all ways under-informed and undeir-imaginative, save for the concocting of the incredible. -1- have to protect themeelv'es, their client and myself and all of us from their stupidities, which is always a probl and a heavy emotional drain. Nor do I yet know-  what the Boggs business has added t his fear-jealously-isperhaps hate of me. I knw it means I can never again trust him, t1 I have to work with him if for no other reason his incompetence. That is, not gene al, but in this field. 

Let.
i  
 me preface what 1  present from what I learned from two of the shadier an endorsempnt of sorts of them. In all my lengthy dealings with Jerry Ray, there is but a single Lime he told rue; what I regard as a lie. Of that I have no doubt, knwing what Jerry d41 not, its antecedents. In all other case‘ i  never had any reason to even suspect he might not be telling me the truth. However, having had doubts about him, I waited al year to approach him, feeling that in this time I'd be beteer able to judge what he might,! say and provide. Be is anhandisguised, believing, articulate if irrational. racist. to  never hid it froe the first, hating Jews more than b;acks, and the only prob-lem I ever really had with him was getting him to stop wasting the time of both of us apologizing to me. He apparently considers me the second decent Jew he has ever met, the other, as he vat it, having been driven out of being a Jew by Chicago Jews because he enjoyed life. Really, that is what he said over and over and over. James, in effect, denied it. Considering it net really relevant, I didn't ask him about it. Both told We 2oremanWas in his conversations ',ii tin them, and in talking about King. This does not mean it is true. But, having gone through this long account of this long and spectacular career o foreman' u, four decades of the most sensationa

defense f some of the most reprehensible misfits of society, some of the most horrible 

l practise, involving a::.  it does 
crimes, like dismemberment of children, to cite one of the lesseer-lmown, the defense of cops who Thad beaten him up, ohtings like that, all sorts of nasty criminal activity short of murde and a very large number of very bad murderers, I find no single case in which this roan of lofty principle ever defended anyone charged with a political crime or any of the balers in his part of the world the victims of their oppressive society and its official , So, I can find a kind of sup dort for the Ray aceusations. This also may be irrelevant, but I think not. Foreman may, indeed, have hated King. If you have known otherwisel decent people raised in the tradition of anti-black feeling of the e'outh, you can bettJ,r undertsand this. My motherOit-laW, for example, really believes that racism is God'sway, taking it from the teachings of her church. 
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Nowithe one mystery that plagued we in this work is for whom was the job done. I 
was satisfied that it was not the typical political murder, for it is clear that hay was 
kept on ice to be used as he was. It is also clear that he was engaged in criminal acti-
vity. What was perplexing from all account and from that he_gave me is how little criminal 
activity;he did engaged in in return for a fairly large investment: one from Canada and 
one into Nexico, and nothing else for all that time, and for him he lived very well on 
what he Was provided (his accounting is much lower than any published one, so I can 
perhaps guess that he may have pulled a few small ones, but with his being wanted, I n 
am inclined to doubt it). Thus I early came to the conclusion that it wae a large and 
wealthy organization that used him and the possibility it was some branch of the hafia 
was onbidus. 

hy own method of questioning the strange ones I interview is a combination of two 
things never done: I chat, share, and never press, except in rare occasions, and Ray was 
not one;iand when I anticioate I'll be lied to or that there is interest in lying to we, 
I am careful not to plan in advance what I want to esk so that I can conduct a free-
floatingeinterrogation with a minimum of logical processes, thus making it more difficult 
to anticipate what I an driving at and prepare answers. If this takes much time, as it 
does, it;also succeeds where others fail and it gives me a chance to read the one I 
question and him a chance to understand me. Thus there were several things Ray could not 

anticipate and, in effect, just blurted out. 

There is a rough honesty in him. There were several solid cases I had built in his 
defense that he refuted, where it wae against his interest to do so. One is the lack of 
fingerprints on the car. he told me that he had, indded, driven the car to Atlanta (and 
I have trouble with his reason, to get his laundry, that costing must less than the trip 
and his interest being getting the hell out of the country). 'le said he stopped during the 
ntght and wiped the car clean. He could have done this and overlooked the butts, but 
he could ; also have left the butts on purpose. To thes he added that the loeI had to have 
gotten at lea et wto sets of prints from the car, near the gas tank, for he stopped twice 
for gas. 4n  court, as you can see, this can be effective in estableshing hie credibility. 
it went far with me. 

I got him to rambling about his escape having begun with getting him to tell we where 
he was when the shot was fired. I'd had this pretty well nailed down before I saw hin, 
with tapOd interviews with different people all supporting it. Snd, the crooked papers 
having tumbled to it earlier and followed it incompetently, I had a picture of the wrong 
man in the wrong gas station, for he was at a gas station. And I knew he was at one, for 
the papets has learend it and suppressed it. I learned it from two reporters not happy with 
the lingering spirit of Crump. Here I wa s, before him for the first tiee, knowing what 
he was going to tell me, and havins a perfect alibi0that attendant having disappeared, 
be could not be produced in refutation I showed him the picture, and he said two things: 
that is not the guy and that is not the station. He was right on both, for I'd pretty 
well isolated one station, of a different company. I then asked him to diagram for me 
where hewas, and what he said is not only credible, but it makes sense and has confirma-
tion. 'eldrew me a sketth that took him right to the station I'd decidded is the one he 
was at. 0ow remember, he is a total stranger to that area, having never been there before. 
Wothout having been there, howbcould he know there was a gas station where he said he'd 
been? He said he had been told Lou]. or Raul (he spells it Ruaoul) tbet they'a not need 
him for several hours, to go to a movie of something, but to leave the car, whichR would 
need, and as he went out (and he told me where the car was parked, exactly where I had 
learned independently it was, not near Canipes), he noted one of the tires was low. So, 
having time, he decided to get it fixed. He wen;; to this gas station, where it was rush 
hour, they esked him to bring it back later and until then, it being a slow leak, to put 
some air into it, so he did. he says he overshot by a block in going back to the flophouse, 
but got onto hain,eand as he was driving that block saw police activity. He was uncertain 
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about 6ne detail land I find uncertainty under the circumstances morecredible then 
. certainty). :14e.wae.not.enre whether there was a police car blocking the leuth approach 

to the Flophouse block of kain, astride the street, and that alone, or one there and one 
parked at the curb. In a speech uanale made, I find it is the latter. I have the speech 
on tape and trancribed. 

All he knew then is that he was inv olved in criminal activity, an escapee, and 
somethine• had happened exactlt where he had been. he had gotten there because he had been 
given a slip of paper eith the address on it and had been told to go there and take a room 
He had been told how to get there, simple from the New hotel motel, even for a man .ho 
may not follow instrictions well. So, what should he do? He turned and fled. Now what he 
blurted out is, I think, significant. He said he decided to go to New Orleans, clearly 
the center from which his people operated. And, he said, all of a sudden ha "I realized 
that if I went there I'd be killed", so he switched and went to 'Itlanta. If .._think 
there ik a reason other than Laundry for his going to Atlanta, I also believe this 
entirely new explanation of what he die. Do I have totell you how New Orleans fits in 
all of iuhis, especially as a Hafia operation? 

What also fits with this 	what he said when I told him he realized I needed names 
to help; him (he knows my book is done, for he then had the proofs, I not having a copy!), 
and he knows that other than doin this and solving the crime, I had no other interest. 
I also told uim I would not press him to go against his own judgemnt, that it was his 
life that was at stake, not mine. His answer was simple and direct' if I give you some 
names that leads to other names, and sensing what he was saying, I - dropped it there and 
went onto other things. But I returned to it in this manner later. I said I take what you 
have told me to mean that those you cen ex...act to be those responsible for the murder 
did not!do it in their own interest but did it for others. Jae nodded his head in agree-
ment. Or, this can be tken to mean a contract for a hit. In my own tlitildng, had long 
ago decided on ax number of rpime condidates for those who would have put out the 
contract. One has since died. 

Let us now return to Foreman, and you c.n see why, in my thinking, before 1 knew 
what I howknow about his clients of the past, I asked you if you bad any knowledge of 
his having represented the mafia or its people, for there are certain things that made 
me believe that Foreman served other clients. He surely did not serve Ray. this would have 
been ono of his easiest and most spectacular successes, But he nsver conducted the nest 
rudimentary investigation, failed to get what was readily accessible, as I did, from DJ. 
Even told the judge he couldn t get it. Not Percy the Great. That line I use straight, 
"and 60)..0 is mine, all mine", should have alerted the reporters who also knew that he had 
made the deal I report, to restrict himself to 3150,000 plus expenses. So, 60,d,  was not 
hie. This was an ct, and he knew he no loeger held 60Av as he knew he no longer had any 
movie rights, that all being public domain. If I knew it, he surely did. So, who could 
have been his secret client, who could he have done this for? 

If:and when you get Dorman, please read pages 35-6,52-4,83 and 106 with care. 
Here ati the very least are I'afia clients. There may be others. And, oddly, one of these 
figures' in the jFK stuff, Civello. 

All the names, oven if aliases, ate the kind one finds in hew Orleans. ue told me 
more about New Orleans than was known, more about Raoul (I never pressed for any other 
name). (Isn't it strange that there has been silence from Esquivel since the book came out' 
Certainly those involved nave it and have gone over it. You will note that it does not 
anggeet!what I believed, that this was a Mafia operation.) Ifeada  earlier and indirectlsa 
made ani aperoach that was possible, thorugh a separator, who had friendships but no 
business relationshipe._The word. he got was to lay. off. He and I took theaadvice. 
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There are many other things that fit. -e toad me why he went back to view Orleans on the way to Atlanta. To pick up R and others. But R and t e others were aot ready, as I recall; sa) he went on alone. He told me that he left Atlanta a day before it was known (meaning had been announced, and they may not be the same) ann_ went not toward Memphis but bask to Birmingham, where he deposited Raoul. He then told me how he proceeded to emphiS, and he had earlier given Bud a sketch of the places he stayed. Bud has not yet Riven me copies of them, ae I had asked and as J.  had. He will, when Jim, who is disor-ganized, get around to it. They are like my publishers. He was, without doubt, at the Be Sote, and the prosecution had to hate knonw it. One of the things that got Renfro Hays up tight about me is that he di do t dope out the significance of this. ie knew the joint, shad used its hot-sheet accomodations in the past, was able to tell me before we got there exactly and correctly) how they work, the laxness in the Miss. law it is 3/4 miles ever the line in Miss.), but he was anxious to get me out of there Nxxxxx as soon as I got the cracker racist who managed the joint to talking mover his aife's etrenuous objections, loudly expressed). He was not anxious to take even names when I found two maids who told me the FBI had been there 'the next day. Once I established that skimp as in theAata on the registration cards, they do exist, I agreed to leave. But I returned with the lawyer, Bob -L'ivingston, that Saturday, isolated the wrong one of these two maids, and got from her the info that the day after the crime, the FBI having gone there in search !of a white Mustang with Ala. tags-and to this paint the only reference to a nustang was in the fake broadcasts- and had taken the other maid aside for an hour of questioning. That registration will not be in their files. The lawyers simply will not do the simple investigative work. I aaked Job to approach the owner and get access to these cards. I know there will be none for Ray, for the FBI undoubtedly took it. So, it is not so important that he didn't. just like to close little holes. Ray told me how he filled it our and it makes sense, for-the local- custom was unknown to him, so he did the usual,!filling it out completely. Thatds a rarity at the De Soto, where if a room is occupied for two hours the phone rings with the questikn"what the hell is taking you so long70ith the garages, which every third accomodation is, the lirtit i.e about - hr.) They d, not and never did provide the girls. Now :where I have trouble with Ray's story is that,4th this on the road to Memphis from N.O. (meaning not on the new superhighway but on 	old parallelling road), he says he wandered around until he found it simply becausl he didn t want to be close to town. It is as far out of town as the hew Rebel (and by- the.mos7n remarkable coincidence, both have new owners, the same man!). 

There are subtleties and overtones I've left out. This is a simplified presentation. There are really lively condiates for the contract-letter who are in ay past erperience, one the man who financed Wankerb march on Oxford, Another is a cketch Ray made of the scene of the drime. He hardly knew it, yet he tried hard to develop an argument. The oart that involves him and what he did and saw is credible. The rest is in error. 
''his leads me to believe he was actually there for the very brief period he says he was. Of thiS there is solid support from others, and i have it, on tape. 

I have to take this real easy. There are complication; that axe: not easy ti cope with and I have to avoid adding complications. One is Stoner, who will explode when he reads what -,ehave written about him, and through Jerry, at the very least, he has great influeljice on allele.  Ray was to give me what Stoner was doing for him when it was completed. Jerry appeared with it the day after the attempted break and was denied 
permisSion to see James. After that, at annundefined point, he said he would give me more. He hasbeen hinting should be there again, but I am without the means. Bud plans to go there in two weeks or so, without me (which I prefer, for I can't trust Bud with what I can get until, he needs it in court. .He'll find some way to louse it up, He is consumed to do something of substance in hie own name and with all his wealth, effort and com-
mittee has done nothing bu harm, has come up with nothing new and credible, but much fecal taterial-and has blwon everythine ;kith which he was entrusted in confidence.° 
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With minimal  competence ana with the advantage of extremist connections in racist country, 
he should have come uo with answers with ease. 1=t  concern is whether ho will realize 

-their•siznificance and be confronted with  a -non-personal but roliticial) conflict of 
interest. I have writ en James, who wrote me this fro:.: solitary the dyy after he got there 
that Jet ry knows how to get this to me safely, as he does. I have written Jerry that 
James had told me this, that I had written James, and that I'd like to see it. One of 
which I know is the tracingof phone numbers. That could break the whole thing, if the 

FBI hasn't confiscated them too. They have confiscated evidence, and I have the proof 
in taped interviews. I expect the De Soto registration is another 2sags Another probanly 
involve the gas stations at which he stopped fleeing hemohia. He gave me no description 
o* location, so I figure he had. Stoner working on this. It is not really relevant, for 
aside from Ray's credibility, which is relevant only if he takes the stand, which is 
entirely unnecessary, it has; no meaning cn.ceot in writing. . Not in evidence or law. But 
it does in another attack on the FBI. 

04 of the major problems is Bed and his ego. be has blown such on this, wasted much 
on this ie an effort to accomplish something without me. IL: is consumed by such a desire. 
It is irrational, but it is real. So, I'm in no hurry to go to 1(,O., for a number of 
good reasons, one being. timing, another being needless danger. I'll run risks when there 
is something to be accomplished. What I would then do is move in fast and move out fast. 
Right n w it will no be easy, for Garniosn has out out the word, and it has reached me, t] t 
that hey does not aant me there. lhis means I cne expect little or no protection from his 
people,even those with whom I have been friends. Making a deal it Garrison is like 
holding; mercuty in the palm. I can now do much for him. But he also resents my doing ei 
what heicannot, and particularlt where he has all that power, influence and connections. 
Also, "ere is now a real new possibility with a breakthrough on the JFK material. I was 
not able to meet a dependable informant willing to talk and. in p a position to know when 
ke was Out of D.0, and phoned me from where we'd both have been safe. I know what he 
will saf. I do not know his proof. He will say what I have believed. I think he can 
prove it or put me in a position to. In turn, this eeans I'll nave to stay there longer, 
first ding the MIL stuff, which should not take long, getting it out, ana then working 
on the 'ther. So, much has to come to pass before I can dare that, assuming I have the 
funds aid   e eans, means meaning some protection and my informant still being willing 
to talkIthere. Lind, on the JFK thing, there is much writing I should do first, partly 
for pvitection, psrtly to have it done in case something happens there, which is not, 
impossi*le but not something I desire. I'm no lemming.I have a proposal out, on publishing;  
but whe4 it suet be handled through an intermediary and without production of the evi-
dence Ialready have, and with the prevailing publisher attitude to the subject, I am not 
hopeful If I can get to NYC again and at the time the man who will decide is available 
(he was abroad last tine), maybe I can get to see him. So, my ulcer quiescent, I have and 
take tithe. 

UnOficial, I have picked uo much that relates and fits. Some may be a deliberate 
feed, wjth two opeosing possibili ties' one arranged by someone who has come to trust 
me, the other to deceive me by those who have tumbled to what I am onto. I can't resolve ' 1 
this now. But one of the pertinent things is my own hunch on what bay smuggled into 
Mexico .n that tire. Jewelry makes no sense. The maraet for thta is in the US, not abroad. 
Nor does narcotics. The one thing that makes sense, an enormous value of which can be in 
a spare1tire, is hot money. And this does fit. 

There is more, but I've no time for it. I think you will realize that I am entrusting 
you wit4. a duplicate set of notes. I do not have to emphasize that I think it hest not 

1 
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to let :.others know the fact of the content. If you have any apereheasion, please be 
candiday'nless this is intercepted, no one will know. And you also realize how important 
it can be if you can tap any morgues, or if you know those writing in the field of 

Y.  organized crime who may have kaoeledge they might be willing to share. There some going 
on out there, but those doing it of whom I know have complicated themselves with FBI 
leaks and collaboration. Another possible fit is a tip that the FBI was interested in 
a team Of radical-right gun supeliers, whose function was to arm the extremists with 
weapons that could not be traced by perial numbers. It is easy enough to boy Oh the 
open Iket, but in such cases, the store has a record of the purchaser. It you have 
every h and of anything like this, I'd like to know. I have a name but it is phonetic. 
I may or may not got more on this because my ..ounce did untrustworthy things and I've 
been rather severe with him, telling him that I wIl not be part of anything irresponsible 
or thatimight needlessly jeopardize any sources, and if it is to be his way there will 
he nothing between us. lie is up tight, says he is torn and disconsolate, and 111 just 
have toiwait and see how it eventuates. One of the major problems of the abdicEtions 
of the publisher is, aside from the faulire of the book that seems imminent unless I can 
accomplish some of the things on a:_ich I am working against very heavy odds, is that with 
my appearances 1  have good prospect of turning people on and getting good info. 'This has 
always been the case. There have been nuts, but sonic of the best leads have come from 
listeners. 

On another subject, Sony ha., finally answered my innqhiry about attachments, etc, 
by saying they are sending a prepared sheet. This will not likely answer my questions. 
Meanwhile, so long a time having elapsed. I had asked a local store to try and buy for 
me two blugs for the mike-remote receptacles for each of two mikes 1. have. One, a 'oncard, 
is quite sensitive and new, if old. The.other is a.. tie-clip with a switch that I've 
never tried. I may need others, as for patchcords, one from my Norelco to the Sony for 
dubbing perhaps adaptable from the one that came with the Val, which is iiorelco. And 
with the disappearance of the horeico-type plugs, they will be harder to vet. The 
standard cors will be no problem. If my store can't get them, would you ask tours if 
they can supply such plugs? Thne I can remove those on 

concord  
mikes  I do have and use 

them when I am out investigating again. I believe the (doncord (supplied with the 330) 
is more sensitive than the VOM(Norelco), of which I also have a second. Perhaps your 
store can offer a technical opinion on this. loo rush, for there is no present prospect 
I'll haVe any rush need. But I do not want to depend on the necessarily-directional 
built-in mike if I use the TC-40 slung, visibly or otherwise. The next question is, is the 
Sony mike for this even more sensitive? The Concord, in the past, has been adequate when 
I had it between me and a woman perhaps ten feet away with a third person on the :side 
betwealeus. But it dates to 1964, if unused this being a second one for I have a second 
machine If or transcribing). 

Since--1a, 


